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Get the ATARi Advantage! Collect Games Win Prizes
Buy Atari game cartridges and you are eligible to win valuable prizes.

Collect 5 Games — Get a FREE Atari T-shirt

Collect 10 Gaines — Get a FREE Atari Game Cartridge

Collect 25 Games — Get an Atari 7800 system for only $25 or get

an Atari XE system or disk drive for only $50.

Collect 25 cartridges and you also become eligible to

enter an essay-writing contest for the Grand Prize, an

all-expense paid trip for you and a guest to California,

including a visit to Atari headquarters to see how Atari

games are designed.

See your Atari retailer tor details and get your FREE 17" x 21" collector poster TODA Yl
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Atari Beats Nintendo

Dear Editor:

At Christmas, I asked for a Nin-

tendo system but my parents got me
an Atari 7800 instead. I was amazed

at how much better the Atari games

are than the Nintendo ones, espe-

cially Mario Brothers and Winter

Games which are my favorites. Also,

the Atari controllers are much easi-

er to use than the tiny Nintendo

ones. Now all my friends come over

to my house to play with the 7800.

Derek Jacobs

Ft. Worth, TX

Thanksfor the nice words, Derek.

Obviously we are biased, but we

think the Atari systems are better

than their competitors too.

)f=Jte=>tei:r)f=*z=:*

Great Arcade Conversion

Dear Editor:

The conversion of Crossbow from

the coin-op version to the XE is real-

ly fantastic. The eight landscapes

are right on and the XE light gun

works perfectly. I'd like to see more
coin-op conversions on the XE; are

some planned?

Andy Jennings

San Diego, CA
You're in luck, Andy. In the Pre-

views section, ydu'll find descrip-

tions offour conversions on the way:

Ikari Warriors and Xenophobe for

the 7800 andXE, and Rampage and
Double Dragon for the 2600 and
7800. In addition, you can look for

several more that we'll tell you

about later this year!

Out of Stocic

Dear Editor:

The store where we bought our

Atari 2600 game system (Zayre)

only carries about 1 2 games. I know
there are many more games made
for the 2600, but where can I get

them?

Walter Parkway

Brockton, MA
Different retail stores often stock

different games so you could try

some ofthe other stores inyour area

like Kay Bee, Toys 'R' Us and Child

World. This is true for other parts

ofthe country as well. You can also

order selectedgames by mail direct -

ly from Atari by using the order

form in upcoming issues ofAtarian.

Into Tlie Eagle's Nest

Dear Editor:

In the XE game. Into the Eagle's

Nest, when I pick up extra ammuni-
tion from a stack of shells, some-

times I don't get credited with all the

ammunition I picked up. Why is

this? Also, when an enemy soldier

starts firing at me, is there any way
to get him to stop?

Scott Tarbell

Portland, OR
In the game, you can carry a max-

imum of 99 rounds ofammunition,

so ifyou pick up ammo that would

bring you above this, you still will

be allowed to carry only 99 rounds.

As you know, you can't see the

shots of enemy soldiers when they

fire at you, but you can tell you are

beingfired at when your hit counter

starts to register. You can absorb 50

hits before you go down. You can

hide from an enemy, but about the

only way to really get him to stop

firing at you is to shoot him.

Idea for New Game

Dear Editor:

I think Atari games are great, al-

though you could do a little better on
the 2600 graphics.

I have designed a 3-D maze game,
Nar's Domain. You have to find

your way around and defeat Nar's
guardians—room flyers, ladder
climbers, and flairs. You can find

weapons such as an axe, bow and
arrow, whip, and sword of flame as

well as a magical book. I enclosed a

drawing of the maze.

Cody Myers

Kaufman, TX

While the graphics aren't quite as

good on the 2600 as the 7800 and
XE, the newer games like Secret

Quest and Super Baseball use more
memory to achieve great play action

and challenging complexity while

games like Solaris and Super Foot-

ball on the 2600 boast spectacular

graphics.

Your game looks interesting! Be
sure to watch in the next issue of
Atarian for our contest to design an
original game. It will be judged by
some of the top game designers in

the world and winners will be eligi-

blefor trips and prizes.

Thanks for the cards and

letters. We appreciate hear-

ing from you. Please send

your tips, questions, high

scores, and comments to Edi-

tor, Atarian, 7 Hilltop Road,

Mendham, NJ 07945.

y
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your Favorite Games
These are the favorite games of Atarians all over the

world. You can can have your favorites counted too. Just

send a postcard listing your top five favorite games to The

Atarlan, Top Games, 7 Hilltop Rd., Mendham, NJ 07945.

Here is how we rank games. Your top ranked game
gets 5 points, your second ranked game gets 4 points,

your third one gets 3 points, your fourth gets 2 points, and

your fifth gets 1 point.

VsiXiSi^SsiSKsiXisSiS^essSiSC^^e!;^*^^

2600 Video Game System | 7800 Video Game System | XE Game System

1 . Pole Position

2. iVIs. Pac-Man

3. IVIario Bros.

4. Super Baseball

5. Pac-Man, Jr.

6. Donkey Kong

7. Dark Chambers

8. Donkey Kong, Jr

9. Super Football

I
I
I
I
I

I

1. Mario Bros.

2. Real Sports Baseball

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
SI

3. Ms. Pac-Man

4. Choplifter

5. One on One Basketball

6. Tower Toppler

7. Karateka

10. Q-Bert

8. Centipede

9. Donkey Kong, Jr.

10. Hat Trick

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1. Hardball

2. Mario Bros.

3. Crime Buster

4. Into the Eagle's Nest

5. Blue Max
6. Ace of Aces

7. Donkey Kong, Jr.

8. Crystal Castles

9. Fight Night

10. Necromancer
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Check out these hot new titles.

Here is a peek at just some of the

great new games that have either

arrived or are coming soon to a store

near you. Over 50 games for Atari

systems are scheduled for release in

1 989. Look for them!

.ii%%%%%%%it%%%%'%'iigigiRiaaifciciaot3g

Commando
(2600, 7800, XE

J

In this block buster arcade game,
you encounter enemy forces in over-

whelming odds in your attempt to

break through their lines and reach

enemy headquarters. Enemy gun-
fire whistles past you from every di-

rection. Rebel forces leap from
caves, trenches, and strongholds to

block your progress. Armed only

with a machine gun and a few hand
grenades, you must rely on your pre-

cision marksmanship and clever

mind to fend off the enemy and re-

plenish your supplies along the way
from outposts that you destroy.

Once you begin your mission, there

is no retreat. The fate of the free

world rests in your hands.

Rampage^ (2600,7800)

In Rampage, you control one of

three arcade superstars—George
the Ape, Lizzie the Lizard, or Ralph
the Wolf—as they reduce America
to rubble, one city at a time. With
crisp arcade-quality graphics and

sound, you can crunch concrete

alone or team up with a friend and

trash the town together. There are

85 cities to demolish and devour,

each filled with tasty entrees includ-

ing tanks, trolleys, police cars, heli-

copters, highrises, and helpless hu-

mans. Watch it; your town is next.

Crack'eii,(2600, 7800)

Crack'ed is an egg-citing graphic

adventure game. It is your job to

rescue the precious eggs of the rare

South American hornbill. Hordes of

nasties, from raucous bluejays to

slithering snakes, want to take the

eggs to lunch. Blast the thieves and
save the eggs!

Ikari Warriors
(7800, XE)

The translation of this top-of-the-

chart arcade hit to the 7800 and XE
is truly amazing! You won't have a

moment's rest from the fast-paced

action, jumping in and out of the

maneuverable helicopters and
mighty tanks as you take on the sol-

diers of the evil empire. A secret

code lets you select different stages

of play, but no matter where you
start, if you want to survive, keep

your head down and your finger on
the trigger.

;».im%K»X*%%%%»%X%%»%%%%»OC

Double Dragon
(2600. 7800)

In the arcade smash hit, Double

Dragon (licensed by Activision),

you assume the role of coin-op heros

Billy and Jimmy Lee, as you take on

the most vicious street gangs in the

world. The Black Warriors have kid-

napped Billy's sweetheart. To rescue

her, you must use all your martial

arts skills including head butts,

shoulder throws, flying kicks, and
elbow smashes. You are also

equipped with an arsenal of weap-

ons—bull whips, baseball bats, pis-

tols, boulders, and dynamite

—

which can be used against your op-

ponents. The game features ten lev-

els of combat and two-player simul-

taneous fight action.

tX1»tHKKlfc%%.%»,m%%«X1IK.X1M(a088g

Xenophobe
(7800, XE)

Your spaceship is infested with

frightful aliens in this mega-hit ar-

cade title. You're in for incredible

action as you try to destroy the nasty

creatures before they destroy you.

Using the split level perspective two-

screen display, you can work alone

or team up with a friend to work

together in this outrageous monster

bashing science fiction adventure.

I
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Road
Runner

(2600)

Road Runner, the cartoon classic loved by everyone,

comes alive on your 2600. In the game, you are the

Road Runner fleeing from the grasp of tricky Wylie

Coyote and his booby traps. You can pick up birdseed to

score extra points, but don't hesitate too long or you will

be the coyote's lunch.

Pete Rose Baseball traoo,

In this advanced game, six different camera angles

keep the action "up-close" and keep you deeply in-

volved. Pete Rose Baseball (from Absolute Entertain-

ment) features an amazing full-screen pitcher-batter

confrontation. When you are batting, you face a pitcher

who can throw a 95-mph fastball, a Steve Carlton-like

slider, or a Fernando Valenzuela-type screwball, all

with pinpoint accuracy.

When you are pitching, you have the stuff to be

effective, but you must use your smarts to fool the

hitter. Like the real game, blazing speed is not enough

to win. The stadium is packed. Play ball!

Sports Stars Endorse Atari Gaines
What do sports stars do when they are off the field or

court? Play Atari video games, of course. These three

superstars all play Atari games and were recently fea-

tured in Atari TV commercials.
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Physical:^ 4 ,i^ v

jr.,

\nero: Oldest b^^^^^^^^^^a him to

,0, after an tnjury ^-^^ ,,,^

give up pitching for ">
Le-

^'"'^^^"^'riufarfo^wS^^"^^
,gion baseball team lo

was the star p.tcba_

^TonfofT^o"-^^^^^^

1 Point Guard, Atlanta Hawks

born.- July 13, 1963, Dallas TX

Fami/vv 2 brothers, 3 sisters

Co//ege; Midland Jr. College,

North Carolina State Univ.

p;,>.5/ca/;5'7",135pounds

''"^'isesSm Dunk Contest
Winner: 1986 islam uu'

/ ikes- Rap music and mellow jazz,

'"
comedy movies like BeueW,

I

Hills Cop

Di5/ifc«- Scary
movies

'

Drugs (Does anti-drug clinics

I with Michael Jordan)
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son
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.''"" ^^^'y day
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f
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Nolan Bushnell:

Father of Video Games
It

is fitting tliat the first person

we introduce to Atarian readers

should be Nolan Bushnell,

founder of Atari and the man who

has been dubbed the Father of Video

Games.

Bushnell founded Atari in 1972

and helped to turn it into the fastest

growing company in the U.S. He

sold the company to Warner Com-

munications in 1976, stayed on until

1978, and in 1983 founded Axlon,

which designs and develops games

and toys.

Bushnell, currently chairman of

Axlon, recently signed an agree-

ment to design and develop video

games on an exclusive basis for

Atari's 2600 and 7800 video game

systems. We talked with Nolan

about a wide variety of issues rang-

ing from his initial involvement with

games to his recent decision to renew

his association with Atari.

Atarian: How do you feel about

working with Atari again?

Bushnell: I'm thrilled to be back

in the video game saddle. I think I

have a lot to offer today's gamers,

and I'm especially glad to have this

opportunity to work with the great

game development team at Atari.

What do you see as the state of the

video game industry today?

It is booming again. After becom-

ing saturated in the early 80's as avid

gamers overdosed on a bunch of"me

too" games, U.S. sales of video

games have doubled in each of the

last three years.

Video games are not a fad—here

today, gone tomorrow—but are a

unique form of entertainment. Un-

like watching TV or a movie, video

games are totally involving mentally

and, even to some extent, physically.

You said people got tired of "me

too" games. What are the character-

istics of a good game?

Easy to learn, difficult to master.

6 Atarian, May/June 1989

If you look at all the successful

games since the start of the industry,

I would guess that 99% of them fol-

low this simple rule.

I have three sons—ages 6, 8, and

10—and we play a lot of games to-

gether. Watching what they, as well

as older game enthusiasts, come
back to over and over is the best way

of telling which games are good and

which ones aren't.

Today, what I call "extended sto-

ry/puzzle games" are what I think

will be the next popular game genre.

I have one of this type in the works

for the 2600 now, code named The

Adventures of Max. It's a fun game

about a polar bear. Your objective is

to descend into a pit, steal a ruby,

and get back out with your life in-

tact. Naturally, all sorts of bad stuff

happens to you on the way.

You mentioned the 2600, which

Atari introduced back in 1977. How
can you get such complex games to

run on the 2600?

First of all, we use lots more mem-
ory today. Early games like Dodge

'Em and Canyon Bomber used

about 4000 bytes (4K) of memory or

even less. Newer games and the ones

we're working on now use as much

as 64K; that's 16 times as much!

Second, we've gotten more clever

in doing animation and eye-popping

graphics. It takes a great deal of

memory to refresh the entire screen

every time a character or object

moves, so we use tiny bitmaps

—

called sprites—of just the moving

object.

Sprites have been around for a

while, but now we've added other

techniques like horizontal and verti-

cal scrolling that allow us to create

much more intricate and spectacu-

lar effects.

It sounds like 2600 owners have a

great deal to look forward to.

You bet. We're doing a nifty

shooting game that uses a light gun

called, appropriately enough.

Shooting Arcade. We have another

one called Motorodeo that's kind of

a motor Olympics.

Then there's one called Saving

Mary which I really like. It is the

first game in which you rely on con-

struction rather than destruction to

save the princess.

You build towers at the base of a

river gorge to keep Mary out of the

water, which is constantly rising.

You have an unlimited supply of

building materials, but you can lose

a life by either squashing Mary with

a piece of building material or build-

ing so slowly that you fail to get her

out of the water and she drowns. The

guilt you feel is tremendous.

What do you see as the future of

video games?

I think networking is an exciting

possibility. What we really need is a

way to have two people/two screens

in conflict. You aren't going to find

two video games in the same room in

most homes, so what you need is a

cheap game system modem. Then

with a local phone call, you can con-



nect your 2600 to another player's

system or to a whole network of sys-

tems. It's cost effective, and I think

it would be tremendously successful.

Many of our readers say they

would like to become game design-

ers. Do you have any recommenda-

tions for them?

Sure, take all the math and sci-

ence courses you can, but don't ne-

glect English, history, and the hu-

manities either. Good games require

more than clever programming; the

extended story puzzle games I men-

tioned earlier are often based on his-

torical or mythological tales and

combine many diverse elements.

Also, you have to be able to present

your game concept effectively to

managers in a company like Atari

which minimally means you must be

able to write and speak intelligently.

What is your background?

After earningva d^grep in electri-

cal engineeering in 1968, I worked

for Ampex for several years and

then for Nutting Associates, a com-

pany that made coin-op Trivia Quiz

type games.

At Nutting, I worked out an elec-

tronic coin-op game called Comput-
er Space. It was modeled on
Spacewar, a game designed to be

played on a $100,000 PDP-1 com-
puter, but I found I could take the

key elements and put them into a

simplified coin-op version. Nutting

made 1 500 units, but the game was

never a commercial success.

However, with the $500 in royal-

ties I received from Computer
Space, I was able to start my own
company, Atari, Inc. Actually, the

name Atari was third or fourth on

the list of names we submitted to the

State. Our first choice was Syzygy,

but that was already taken by a

candlemaker in Mendocino. Atari,

which is the equivalent of the chess

term "check" in the Japanese game
of Go, wasn't one of our favorites,

but it kind of grew on us.

Our first product was a coin-op

game called Pong which had a flat

paddle on each side of the screen and

a ball that bounced between them.

By turning knobs on the console,

players could control the paddles

and try to keep the ball in play.

We installed one of our first

games in a bar in Sunnyvale on a

trial basis. Two days later, the owner

called us and said it wasn't working.

Boy, was I worried! But when I got

there I found that the coin box was

so jammed with quarters that it was

shorting out the mechanism. Need-

less to say, it was a great success.

From there on. Atari just took off.

First we did coin-op games, then

dedicated home games like Pong
and Breakout, and, in 1977, we in-

troduced the Atari Video Computer

System, today known as the 2600.

cret
(2600)

I
n NfflarfT^hfclW fir^ew game for the 2600,

Secret Quest, your mission is to destroy eight alien

. space stations before they destroy the human race.

To defeat each station, you must find the pieces of a

secret code and use it to detonate the destruct mecha-

nism, then race to the teleporter before the station

explodes. Your quest is not easy; your oxygen and

energy supplies are limited, and the complex maze-like

stations require careful exploration.

Your efforts don't go unnoticed. You'll face scores of

odd aliens, such as a potato man, bear trap, firecracker,

and dragon. You have three weapons to battle these

creatures: an energy sword for hand-to-hand combat, a

sonic blaster for stunning enemies at close range, and a

particle beam gun which fires a powerful fast moving

beam. Your gun should be used sparingly as it requires

more energy than the other weapons. And you'll need it

as you get deeper into the stations, where the aliens are

stronger and immune to your other weapons.

Destroying all of the aliens in a room lets you pick up

an oxygen bottle or energy pod to replenish your sup-

plies. Sonic keys open sonic doors, which often lead to

important areas while stairways connect the different

levels within each station.

In addition to the game screen, a status screen shows

your current location, the objects you are carrying, and

a re-entry code. At any point in the game, you can write

down the code which will enable you to start a new

game at the same station with your current energy and

oxygen levels, objects, and points. Thus if you reach a

difficult area, you won't have to play through several

levels to get to the same location every time you start a

new game. This innovative feature can save a great deal

of time and frustration, especially as you start to ex-

plore the larger stations.

Fast-moving arcade-style action, a complex chal-

lenge, terrific graphics with no flickering, and a nifty

range of sound effects combine to make Secret Quest

really stand out from other adventure games. And don't

forget in your race against time that careful exploration

and mapping is crucial in the larger, more complex

stations. This super combination of action and adven-

ture will have you on the edge of your station.

Eric Reiner
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(7800)

by U.S. Gold

In
this sensational sci-fi action/adventure game,

your mission is to prepare the planet Nebulous for

human colonization. Unfortunately, the water is

being mysteriously poisoned by eight enormous towers

which you must destroy.

Your alter ego is a "space pig" named Pogo—armed

only with a snowball gun—who, by running, jumping,

shooting, and careful timing, must work his way to the

top of each tower to topple it before the clock runs out.

Steps ring the outside of each tower, while elevators

take him from one platform to the next and doors open

into passages within the tower. Sound easy? Wait 'till

you see the obstacles along the way!

Graphically, what makes this game really awesome

is a unique perspective which keeps Pogo in the center

of the screen while the tower rotates and moves as you

guide him to the top.

The game starts out with Pogo emerging from his

BA-1 mini sub, ready (or so he thinks) to take on the

first tower. Suddenly, the sub sinks back into the poison

-^

-$

sea, and there he stands, anxiously awaiting your help

in guiding him through this dangerous and puzzling

adventure.

As you guide Pogo to the top, timing your moves

wisely and warily avoiding the trap doors, you must

either shoot or avoid rolling cannonballs, relentlessly

ruthless robots, erratic eyeballs that enjoy wasting your

valuable time by knocking you part way down, and

flashing blocks that eat away at the clock. And then

there are the "swirlers;" spinning menaces that seem to

appear just when you think you are making some pro-

gress. Travelling horizontally, they speed up as you try

to escape onto an elevator or duck into the nearest door.

When (and if) you reach the top, Pogo is lowered

back into his sub for an underwater journey to the next

tower. On the way you can relax a bit as you rack up

bonus points by netting and gathering fish.

8 Atarian, May/June 1989

While this game is chock-full of complex game ac-

tion, it is easy to understand—and highly addictive!

Each tower has its own character, layout, and combina-

tion of enemies and obstacles. I found no peace until I

had figured out the way to the top of the first tower, and

then couldn't wait to scale the next. The challenge

increases with every new tower, and you'll feel a real

sense of accomplishment when you figure out how to

topple each successive one into the poison sea.

You'll love the graphics and animation! The moving

obstacles jump out at you, the steps and bricks look

totally real, and Pogo quickly responds to every twitch

of the joystick.

Tower Toppler will challenge even the most profi-

cient game fanatics, yet there is plenty of great game

play for casual players as you learn, play, and eventual-

ly master this exciting, entertaining and amusing game.
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SUMMERGAMES: (7800, XE)

The award-winning Summer Games licensed

from Epyx is a series of seven exciting competi-

tive events—just like the real international con-

test. Events vary from head-to-head races like sprints,

swimming, and relays, to solo events like skeet shooting,

diving, and gymnastics. You win an event by scoring

a faster time or more points than your opponents.

Up to eight players can enter, each choosing a coun-

try to represent, such as the USA, USSR, Japan, or five

others. You can then practice a selected event or go

right for the gold in all eight events.

I found the 100-meter dash a good event to start with.

After the runners line up on parallel tracks, you press

the fire button to begin a ready/set/go sequence and at

go (but not before) move the joystick as fast as you can

in any direction to make your runner sprint. Keep the

joystick moving as fast as you can until your runner

reaches the finish line. The fastest time wins—and if

you don't have a friend to play against, the computer is

one real tough competitor!

Like the dash, swimming events begin with a ready/

set/go sequence. Press the joystick right to get a good

start (but not too early or you will fault). You can gain

speed by pressing the joystick on each stroke just as

your swimmer's arm reaches the water. To turn quickly

at the end of the pool, you tap the joystick left before

you hit the wall. Get into a good stroking rhythm and

time your turns well, and you'll splash home to victory.

Skeet shooting is quite different from the other

events. In it, you shoot from eight different firing posi-

tions at 25 targets launched from the left or right of the

firing range. Move the joystick to sight the target, and

shoot by pressing the fire button. Hint: for top scores,

along with quick, accurate aiming, learn to compensate
for the effect of gravity.

As in real life, gymnastics—specifically, the vaulting

horse—requires concentration and coordination. You
get points for your mount, somersaults, flips, and dis-

mount. It is not easy to stand on the dismount, but ifyou

do, you'll earn a significantly higer score.

Other events—pole vaulting and diving on the XE,
hurdles and rowing on the 7800, and relays on both

—

have their own special requirements for handling the

joystick controls in order to achieve winning scores.

From the marvelous opening games ceremony with

the lighting of the torch and thousands of white doves

flying away to the honoring of the Grand Champion in a

special end of games ceremony, Summer Games has

the same total involvement as the real games. In the

variety of individual and head-to-head challenges,

you'll experience the same thrill of victory and agony of

defeat as a real Olympian. Are you ready to go for the

gold? Paul Pitman

Atarian, May/June 1989 9
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CRIMli:
Busirai
Talk about a crime wave! It's August 1931, the

city is hot and gun barrels are smoking. The

commissioner has had enough and you're the

one he's appointed to restore law and order. "Shoot to

kill," he orders and you jump right in with your trusty

Atari light gun. But it's not easy because word has

leaked out that you're on a cleanup mission and the mob
is planning to rub you out.

Mobsters are all over: in warehouses, alleys, piers,

and downtown. At the harbor, gangsters crouch inside a

boat tied up at the pier. Downtown and in the alley they

take cover in doorways and windows. In warehouses,

the most difficult of the four scenarios, thugs hide

behind boxes and crates.

Gangsters aren't the only ones in the city; innocent

bystanders also pop up in windows, doorways, and other

hiding places. To clear out each crime area, you must

shoot all of the thugs before your supply of 80 bullets

runs out. Shoot 'em fast, because if you don't, they'll

fire at you, causing you to lose five bullets. Shooting

innocent people also costs you five bullets. And if you

run out of bullets, you lose one of your three lives.

Learn to spot gangsters fast; some are disguised to

look like kids and old grannies. A sinister grin and a gun

in hand is a sure sign of a mobster.

As soon as you clean out one crime area, you can

move on to another by choosing it from one of the 1 2 on

the map screen. The city map is different in every game.

If you select a distant section, you must drive to it. Just

one problem—the mobsters have a a bunch of hit teams

out to stop you. Sure, you can (and should) take them

out first, but it's a public road, and if you hit an innocent

driver you lose ten bullets from your limited supply.

You aim your shots by shooting at five arrows at the

bottom of the screen. This may sound awkward but it's

not; actually it adds challenge and variety to the game

play. Two other arrows can speed or slow your car to

avoid enemy slugs. Hit a car and it rolls over and

disintegrates in a fiery explosion.

Crime Buster has great action and a novel storyline

which sets it well above other target shooting games.

The game graphics are simply sensational with colorful,

detailed backgrounds and characters while the anima-

tion is lively and humorous (like when you shoot an

innocent person—heh, heh). Can you rid the city of

these thugs or will you wind up being just another

statistic? Eric Reiner
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kapaicela
You are a Karateka, a fighting karate machine.

The evil Akuma has kidnapped your bride-to-

be, the princess Mariko, and your mission is to

get her back, no matter what the cost.

The game takes place in Akuma's castle, and your

challenge is to defeat Akuma's highly trained guards,

who are determined to keep you separated from the

princess.

The first guards you meet are relatively easy to de-

feat. Once you master the combinations of joystick

positions and button presses (or keyboard on the XE)

that control your kicks and

punches, you will find that strate-

gy and skill rather than strength

will see you through the mission.

After battling three or four

guards, you finally enter the

building where your loved one is

being held. But don't think the

challenge has ended; it has only

begun. As you get closer to the
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INTRODUCING TELEGAMES® GAME CARTRIDGES

YOU WONT BELIEVE IT'S THE SAME ATARI 2600
More action! More detail! Just insert any TELEGAMES®

game cartridge into your Atari 2600 and you've

opened up a wliole new world of fun!

You get exciting play options with Super Chal-
"'

Football; full attack squadron maneuver-

ability with Bogey Blaster/" and unexpected

surprises with Lock 'N Chase.

Test yourself. See if the TELEGAMES® challenge

doesn't keep you playing longer. Your whole family

can now enjoy the expanded world of TELEGAMES®
video games for their Atari 2600.

Expect the best from TELEGAMES®
Their engineers and programmers have powered

TELEGAMES® game cartridges with exciting action,

vivid colors and realistic sounds that put you right

in the playing pictura It's what you've come to

expect from TELEGAMES®.

^msmm

X̂̂
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TELEGAMES USA For a complete catalog and details on how to order these and other products for your 26001 5200

780Q and XE, send your name, address, machine type, and S1.00 to: TELEGAMES, BOX 901A,

UINCASTER, TX 75146

beautiful Mariko, the guards are more skilled and diffi-

cult to defeat. And if that isn't enough to discourage

you, there's Akuma's pet eagle, which shares its mas-
ter's desire to do you in.

Both you and your opponent have hit points—repre-
senting the number of direct blows you can withstand

—

displayed at the bottom of the screen. When either is

struck by a blow, a hit point is taken away. However, if

no contact takes place, you start to rejuvenate and your

hit points increase. As you progress through your mis-

sion, you will find that you have less and less resistance

to enemy blows while the guards have higher and higher

resistance to your blows.

Your only advantage is your intelligence. Experience

will teach you that using a kick to initiate a battle and
following it with a series of quick punches will give you
the upper hand. Knowing when to retreat will also

improve your chances of survival. Once you enter Aku-
ma's chambers, however, timing becomes the key as the

battle heats up and fierce eagle attacks intensify.

Finally, your hard work pays offand you meet the big

cheese himself. His hit points outnumber yours 3 to 1

,

and he is smart—very smart! But that doesn't mean he

is invincible. Just be very careful not to let him back you
up against a wall.

When you finally finish off the evil Akuma, you get

your reward. This beautiful princess of yours is quite

attractive—a pixelly version of Loni Anderson. But be

very cautious as you approach her, she's a little upset

with you for leaving her in a dark

cold prison for so long!

The challenge of Karateka is

not an easy one, and can be made
^ nsy ^^^" "'^'"^ difficult with the con-

^^^^ sole switch. Sure, you may have a

^Sn^^ few frustrating defeats at first,

^^^ 1^^ ^^^ you'll soon find yourself ad-

Bf^ ^Jf dieted and determined to save

m W your lost love—if not for the mere

^^ J^ challenge, then for the satisfac-

^^ ""^
tion of a happy ending.

Jerry Hart
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In

this awesome award-winning action/adventure

game licensed from Epyx, the evil Elvin Atom-

bender is working to break the launch codes of key

military computers of major world powers so he can

trigger a missile attack that will destroy the world.

Your mission is to penetrate Elvin's underground

stronghold and stop him. To succeed you must evade

the robot guards, break Elvin's own security code, and

find his control center before time runs out.

Elvin's stronghold has 32 rooms, accessible through

elevators and tunnels. Some are living quarters and

others are computer rooms. Each room has a series of

floors, or catwalks, which are connected by lifts. The

catwalks often end quite abruptly, dropping off into a

bottomless pit. And, of course, they are guarded by

Elvin's nasty, human-seeking robots.

Elvin, who is rather absent-minded, hides the pass-

words for his computers in furniture—the sofa, stereo,

or bookshelf—around his stronghold. When you find

the right password, you can log onto a terminal and

deactivate the robots or reset the lifts for a room.

Also scattered around are pieces of the password for

the main computer located in Elvin's control room. You
need all the pieces of this code to gain access to the

control room.

In the game, you have no weapons—no guns or la-

sers—only your wits and your athletic ability, which

lets you somersault over the pesky robots.

In the stronghold are two code rooms, each of which

contains a large checkerboard. A sequence of squares

light up, each with a musical tone. After the sequence, if

you touch the squares in ascending note order, you earn

additional robot or lift control passwords—useful in

rooms with especially ornery robots.

The game has many other aspects—a telephone,

pocket computer, and more—and each time you play,

the puzzles are different. Impossible Mission is a devil-

ishly clever game in which mental agility and logic

count more than joystick control and coordination.

Harrison Hanover

Double Dunk

1 1

1
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Double Dunk is a new, action-packed basketball

game that boasts exceptional graphics and re-

alistic sound effects. Game play is fast, so you

must be quick to stay in the action, but your size doesn't

matter on this court, so you can challenge the biggest

opponent you can find.

And if you can't find a human opponent to challenge,

your 2600 will take you on as often as you feel like

donning your high-tops. As you play, you look down
toward the net at about one half of the court, as though

you were standing on top of the dome of the stadium.

The options available include virtually all the stan-

dard basketball options, so you can design the type of

game you enjoy most. For example, your game may
include 3-point shots, a 3-second lane violation, a 10-

second play clock, foul penalties, or any combination of

these options. You can also limit a game to a certain

number of points or a specific period of time. And for

added realism, you can select your own uniform colors

to give your team a realistic NBA look.

The most exciting part of the game for me was the

"feel" of play. You have two players under your control

as does your opponent. If your team has the ball, your

joystick moves the player whose hands are on it. If the

other team has the ball, your joystick moves the player 1

who is guarding the man with the ball. 1

You have eight basic offensive and eight defensive i

plays from which to choose, each of which is described

in the manual. Although the combinations of joystick

positions and button presses looks confusing at first, it

. 1 . . "i"i~i~ri~ir. . '"'"'"'"CC
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FIGHT
NIGHT
by Accolade (7800. XE)

Strap on your boxing gloves, and step into the ring.

As you take on some of the world's toughest

fighters in this total action game licensed from
Accolade, you can assume the personality and skill of

one of the five existing contenders or you can create

your own boxer and train him in punching skills, foot-

work, timing, and sparring. From the opening bell to

the final knockdown, whether you're in the ring fighting

a friend or the computer, you'll be calling on all of your

skills and instincts to survive.

You start by choosing from Training, Sparring,

Tournament, Main Event, or Boxing Construction.

really doesn't take much time to master
them. The manual also helps you get

started by offering several useful strate-

gy tips.

Each of your players has a different

set of skills on the court. The greater size

of your inside man, for example, makes
him good at rebounding and blocking

shots. Your outside man, although
smaller, is particularly adept at stealing

the ball from your opponent and makes a

good percentage of the long shots he at-

tempts.

Double Dunk is a dynamite basketball

game that will delight video gamers and
basketball fans alike. Because it is a

game that allows you to improve your
scores as you improve your skills, you
will find yourself reaching for this cart

again and again. I recommend it for your
sports library. Jerry Hart

Boxing Construction allows you
to create your own custom-designed

fighters, specifying their physical

characteristics and fighting style. I

built a new fighter. Crazy Craven,

with a powerful punch, strong of-

fense, and high intelligence. British Bulldog

In Training, you use your joystick

to practice punching, footwork, and
timing. With the fire button down
your fighter is on the offense throw-

ing jabs and body blows. With the

button up, you can move right or left

Hu Him or guard your face and chest.

In Sparring, you practice what
you've learned in training against

another fighter, while in the Main
Event, you fight against a series of

five contenders—Dip Stick, Kid Ka-
stro, Hu Him, British Bulldog, and
Bronx Bomber—each one more
powerful than the last.

'^'** ^"^^°

Man, this game is tense. I figured I could skip Dip
Stick and start with Kid Kastro. What a mistake! He
throws so many punches, I was always on guard. It took

me a while to learn that his punches lack real pop so that

a few well-placed body blows have real impact. Land a

good blow, and his hat flies right off too!

r?

The object to the fight is to knock out the contender

by landing blows to his face and body, while avoiding

his punches. Each time you land a blow, your score goes

up and your opponent's KO bar lengthens.

There are three rounds to a

match. Your points accumulate dur-

ing each three-minute round and, if

neither fighter is KO'd by the end of

the match, the player with the high-

est number of points wins by deci-

sion.

Don't expect to KO British Bulldog or Hu Him the

first or second time out. It took me many hours to

develop the speed, stamina, strategy, and style to take

them on. Hint: always step into your punches against

these guys. Before long you'll be ready to challenge the

reigning champ, the Bronx Bomber. Brad Butler

Bronx Bomber

Atarian, May/June 1989 13
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Water Ski
by Froggo Games

In
Water Ski from Froggo Games, your challenge is

the treacherous Pharona River water ski course.

You must make split second decisions to increase or

decrease boat speed while turning left and right to avoid

piers, bouys, logs, speedboats, and other obstacles.

Crash, and you become a meal for an alligator.

Water Ski has three levels to vex and challenge you,

and you must complete a level before you can go on to

the next. You start with four skiers, and every 200,000

points earns you an extra boat and skier. You earn

points in three ways: jumping a ramp (10,000 points),

skiing fast (variable points), and completing a level

(50,000 points).

You have separate controls for the boat and skier.

Moving the joystick right and left steers the boat, while

moving it forward speeds it up and moving it back slows

it down. Pressing the right and left joystick buttons

moves the skier back and forth subject to the limits of

the towrope.

As you speed upstream, the current of the river will

cause you to drift and will affect the interaction of the

skier and boat. Sometimes it is necessary to speed up to

avoid obstacles; look ahead as much as possible to

anticipate dangers.

The skier wipes out if he hits any object except a

ramp. Jumping a ramp earns 10,000 bonus points. The

boat will crash if it hits any object, including a ramp.

Caution: don't get too fancy around the shoreline

—

there are hidden rocks and sandbars.

I've skied the Allegheny River in Pittsburgh around

coal barges, piers, buoys, tree stumps, and islands. It

seemed hazardous at the time, but compared to this

game it was a piece of cake. This is a world-class course,

and you could live to a ripe old age without ever seeing

level three. . David H. Ahl

Super Baseball (2600)

Short of the hot dogs at the ballpark. Super Base-

ball offers all the flavor of the real game! It's an

amazing simulation, with realistic animation and

sound coupled with really excellent joystick control.

Consider: how do you control an entire baseball game

with a single joystick? Think of all the variations of

batting style, pitching style, player position ... the

mind boggles. But Super Baseball makes it easy!

When your team is at bat, you control (naturally),

the batter. By holding down the joystick button and

pressing the stick in various directions, you can choose

to bunt, hit a long ball or a short fly to either right or

left. It's a cinch to master, and before long, all you

really have to think about is timing your swing for best

effect.

If you get a hit, your player automatically heads for

first, as fast as he can. You can only hope that that the

fielding of the other team isn't too hot—which is defi-

nitely not the case if you are playing against the 2600.

When you take the field, things become a little more

complicated, since you have to control (get this!): the

pitcher, the catcher, the basemen, and the fielders. But

again. Super Baseball makes it easy. When the pitcher

has the ball, you have fine control of how he throws it to

the plate, using the joystick to select a fastball, inten-

tional, riser, sinker, or left/right curveball (no spitballs

or knuckle balls, unfortunately). Again, timing is eve-

rything— firing off your pitch at the right moment can

make the difference between winging it past the batter

or watching it disappear in the bleachers.

When you want to throw from one player to another,

you select the player (catcher, pitcher, baseman) with

the joystick, and press the fire button. The targeted

player can then be moved around with the joystick to

pick up the throw, though the actual mechanics of

fielding are handled automatically.

By combining just the right degree of player control

with the right amount of automatic control. Super

Baseball really makes you feel as if you're playing the

game. Add super sound effects (the sound of a fastball

hitting the catcher's glove is particularly effective), and

a classic musical theme ("The Old Ball Game," natch),

and you've got a game that will see you through many a

rainy, summer afternoon. Play ball! John Jainschigg
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VIDEO
GAME
SYSTEM
The new Atari XE Game Sys-

tem is everything the sophis-

ticated game player needs in

one box. Priced at a remarkably low

$99.95, the XE includes a powerful

microprocessor and a large 64K ran-

dom access memory (RAM) so it

can handle complex games and pro-

duce exciting animated graphics.

Contained in a compact console

that is easily connected to any color

television or monitor, the XE comes

with a joystick and a light gun for

fast-action arcade-style and shoot-

ing games, and a detachable alpha-

numeric keyboard. On top of the

console is a game cartridge slot and

five pastel colored buttons for vari-

ous system functions.

Three games are included in the

XE package: Missile Command, an

arcade classic; Bug Hunt, a cute

light gun shooting game; and Flight

Simulator II, SubLogic's sophisti-

cated, accurate simulation that

takes advantage of the keyboard as

it puts you at the controls of a Piper

Archer II. In addition to the flight

simulation, the cartridge includes

WWIAce, a game in which the plane

is equipped with bombs, machine

guns, and a radar screen so you can

take on computer- controlled enemy
aircraft.

Perhaps the most important thing

for Atarians to know about the XE
system is that inside that sleek case

it is identical to an Atari 8-bit com-

puter. Why is that so important?

Because Atari 8-bit computers have

been around for almost a decade

—

long enough to have become recog-

nized as the world's best game-play-

ing machines.

And why is that so important?

Because during all those years, pro-

grammers have been creating soft-

ware that will run on Atari 8-bit

computers—and XE game systems.

So an enormous library of sports

games, adventure games, strategy

games, and arcade classics is avail-

able for the XE. And when a disk

drive is added (about $219), that

library swells by not tens, not hun-

dreds, but thousands of entertain-

ment packages. Even if the count is

limited to cartridge games, the num-
ber of games available for the XE is

several times the number available

for competing systems.

As a bonus, the XE game system

also contains the Basic program-

ming language in its permanent

read-only memory (ROM) so you

can write programs of your own.

Adding an optional XE disk drive

not only allows the XE to run sophis-

ticated disk-based games, but also

educational and productivity soft-

ware. And by adding a printer and/

or modem, you can move on to word

processing, spreadsheets, telecom-

munications, and many other useful

applications.

The XE Game System has it all:

powerful performance, great graph-

ics, extensive game library, future

expandability, and economical

price. It's another Atari break-

through!

Contest! Help us name our superhero.
You can be proud to be a

member of the Atarian

Club, the only club that's

just for Atari video game owners. As

the leader of the Club, we have cho-

sen the superhero pictured on the

cover of this issue, on our subscrip-

tion ad, and in his own comic strip on

pages 22-23. He's ready to battle the

evil Ninja-Endo and his vile schemes

and keep the supply of high quality

games flowing into your home.

Only one problem. He doesn't

have a name—yet. Some of the cre-

ative giants here came up with

names like Atari Ace and Com-
mander Atari, but we thought we

should give you readers a chance

name your leader.

So send your suggested name for

our superhero (along with your own
name and address) on a postcard to:

Atarian Editor

7 Hilltop Road
Mendham, NJ 07945

The club member who submits

the name we decide to use will re-

ceive $25.00 plus the cartridge of his

or her choice. Five runners-up will

each receive $5.00.
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As Illuminar, the sorcerer of

good, you must defeat the

evil Necromancer, Tetra-

gorn. But to do so, you must progress

through three challenging screens of

five levels each.

On the first screen, reducing your

strength points to zero as you plant

trees and protect them from ogres

advances you to the next screen. On
the second screen, you need maxi-

mum strength to crush spider eggs

and avoid increasingly faster spiders

as they hatch. Finally, at Tetra-

gorn's lair, you must push over all

the headstones while avoiding the

Necromancer's fire to reach the end

of the game.

The Forest

Your object in the forest is to

plant as many trees as possible, so

you can use them for crushing spider

eggs on later screens. On this screen

it is best to stay on level 1 and collect

all the seeds that you might need

—

about 30 to 40—before you plant

any trees.

Start planting your trees in each

of the four corners of the screen.

Forest Screen. A tree should have been

planted in the lower right corners and the

one in the upper right should have been

protected until it was tully grown.

Eye Pod

i^
Spider

Ogre

Mystery

Once you plant a tree, protect it with

your wisp until it is fully grown.

Fully grown trees in the corners will

protect other trees planted between

them from the ogres.

The game action heats up when

you plant trees, so you must plant

them quickly! You will need 400 to

500 strength points to plant all your

trees. If your strength drops below

400, quickly plant the rest of your

trees. Once you have a good number

of trees planted, reduce your

strength to zero as fast as possible.

Ring

Illuminar

Hammerflst

Tree Spider Larva

Your strength is very important in

the vaults. Try to keep it at the maxi-

mum of 1000 points as you travel

through the five levels. Crush as

many spider eggs as you can with the

trees, and avoid the hatched spiders

at all costs.

The first thing you should do on

each level is to grab a mystery on the

top platform and then on the bottom

platform, which gives you an escape

route to the next level. The best

place to battle with a spider is on the

lower platform near your trees. The

spiders hatch and move so fast on

levels 4 and 5 that it is best to leave

those levels behind as quickly as pos-

sible.

Tetragorn's Lair

Pause the game at the beginning

of each level and take some time to

plan the quickest route through the

Headstones. Go for the closest

Headstone and the largest cluster of

Headstones first.

Since the screen quickly fills with

spiders, your best bet is to cut a small

pathway in froat of you with your

wisp by repeatedly pressing the fire

button. To survive a given level, you

must hit Tetragorn with your wisp at

least a half dozen times.

Vaults Screen. The top mystery should be

grabbed to provide an escape route.
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In
this wildly successful sequel to

Donkey Kong, the ape's son, Ju-

nior, must rescue his papa from

four cages where Mario is holding

him prisoner. To free his dad, Junior

must race against time through a

dark and treacherous jungle, avoid-

ing Snapjaws, Nitpickers, Birds,

and Sparks. Once you get the hang

of Junior's basic moves—running,
jumping, climbing, swinging, and

sliding—try these tips for rescuing

Dad in record time.

Vines Scene

In general, use two vines for

climbing and one for sliding down.

Jump to a platform just after a

Snapjaw has left. Drop fruits on

Snapjaws for extra points, but don't

let the timer run out. It is possible

(but quite risky) to get two Snap-

jaws at once by dropping the fruit

just to the right of the banana. For

maximum speed to the top, follow

the pattern shown.

Jumping to Mario's platform

from the one just below it is not

easy—Junior can't jump a Snapjaw

while making the leap. But once up

there, forget about the fruit on the

right and go for the key immediate-

ly!

Chain Scene

Each of the six chains with a lock

on it must be released by a key at-

tached to the bottom of the chain. In

addition to Snapjaws, you also have

Blue Birds harrassing you. The birds

like to hang out at the far left and

right as the round goes on, so work

on those chains first. Bomb the

Snappers and wait for an opening to

slide the keys up one^or even two

—

at a time. Since the birds come in

waves, there is about a two-second

lull of which you must take advan-

tage ifyou ever hope to complete this

scene.

i3BlBXII

In Chain scene, release the left and right

chains first.

Springboard Scene

Use the springboard to bounce to

the small moving platform under the

1

1
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wide ledge. Then jump to the short

chain moving left, and let it carry

you to a longer chain leading past

the ledge. As you move right so you

can reach the top platform, you

must dodge (or drop fruit on) the

divebombing Nitpickers, while

avoiding their deadly eggs. Timing

is the key in this scene, and a strong

finger on the jump button doesn't

hurt either.

In Springboard scene you must reach the

second vine on left to get above the long

platform.

Hideout Scene

In this scene, Mario has given up

on the birds and Snappers and is

manufacturing Globes and Sparks

which travel around the pipes and

wires, which, of course, you must

negotiate. As you dash along, you

will have to jump the nasties, drop-

ping fruit on them when the oppor-

tunity arises. But your main objec-

tive should be to get to the top as

quickly as possible, because the

longer you take, the more flaming

guardians Mario releases, making

this scene a real nightmare.

Vines scene v»ith pattern for maximum speed to the top. by Brad Butler

In Hideout scene, speed—not kills—is most

important.

The kid needs help. Don't just

stand there! Help poor Junior save

his father!
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The Pharaoh's lost treasures

—

enormous gems, big silver

eggs, and gleaming ingots

—

are scattered among the ancient pyr-

amids and obelisks. Your objective

is to fly towards them, then pick

them up by hovering or hoping over

them.

But the treasures are guarded by

swarms of flying and crawling

beasts that attack from land and air.

You can protect yourself by firing

arrows at these enemies, by maneu-

vering around them, or by dodging

behind pyramids and obelisks to

shield yourself. Try to stay high or

low as you are more likely to be hit

when you are in the middle. But

don't stay on the ground or you are

food for the scorpions.

Killing enemies increases your

base value per treasure, while pick-

ing up gems during regular game-

play increases the treasure value

multiplier. If you can increase both

the base value and the value multi-

plier and then destroy the Howling

Sphinx, you will be able to earn a

staggering number of points during

the bonus round. In the bonus round,

go for the treasures with the highest

value multipliers.

The best place from which to kill

enemies is between two pyramids or

towers. The buildings provide pro-

tection and, when you are positioned

correctly, you can simply continue

to fire and watch your score zoom
up.

When confronting the Sphinx,

shoot at it as quickly as possible to

avoid confrontation with numerous

enemies.

You can gain super powers by

hopping over three hieroglyphs scat-

tered in the sand in the correct order.

Beware: at higher levels, you can

gain super problems, such as Shack-

les, as well as super powers. In the

box is a list of some of the hieroglyph

combinations for super powers (and

problems). Some combinations will

only work on certain levels, so you

will have to experiment on your own.

p
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Hieroglyph Combinations

1. Warp
Bird, Man, Ankh
Man, Man, Bird

Feather, Eye, Feather

Ankh, Feather, Sun

Cane, Eye, Bowl

2. Hold Sphinx

Ankh, Bowl, Eye

Sun, Bowl, Eye

Bird, Bird, Ankh
Eye, Ankh, Ankh

3. Kill Shpinx

Bowl, Ankh, Bowl

Sun, Bowl, Ankh

4. Extra Bonus

Eye, Ankh, Sun

Man, Eye, Ankh
Feather, Cane, Feather

Sun, Ankh, Ankh

5. Invincible

Sun, Man, Bird

Man, Man, Eye

Sun, Man, Bowl

Bowl, Ankh, Sun

Cane, Bowl, Feather

Eye, Eye, Bird

6. Air Bomb
Bowl, Eye, Eye

Sun, Sun, Sun

Feather, Eye, Bird

Ankh, Eye, Man
Man, Cane, Bird

Cane, Eye, Man
Cane, Ankh, Bird

7. Decoy

Sun, Feather, Eye

Cane, Cane, Eye

Eye, Eye, Eye

Man, Man, Sun

8. Quick Shots

Feather, Cane, Sun

Eye, Feather, Ankh
Sun, Man, Bowl

Bird, Ankh, Cane

Cane, Eye, Bowl

Ankh, Eye, Ankh
Ankh, Feather, Sun

Bird, Bird, Bird

9. Kill Uwes
Bird, Cane, Sun

Cane, Eye, Cane

Bowl, Eye, Bird

Bowl, Feather, Eye

10. Extra Life

Cane, Feather, Man
Eye, Eye, Sun

11. Kill Minis

Sun, Ankh, Sun

Eye, Ankh, Ankh
Man, Eye, Eye

12. Hover

Cane, Ankh, Cane

Ankh, Feather, Feather

Eye, Bird, Eye

13. Kill Pots

Bowl, Feather, Man
Bird. Sun, Man
Man, Ankh, Ankh

14. Speed Up
Ankh, Eye, Cane
Man, Ankh, Bird

Bird, Man, Sun

15. Air Freeze

Sun, Bird, Man
Eye, Ankh, Feather

Man, Man, Eye

16. Omnicide

Man, Sun, Cane
Bird, Sun, Cane
Sun, Man, Man
Bird, Man, Ankh

17. Broken Wing
Man, Man, Man
Cane, Sun, Feather

18. Polywater

Man, Bird, Feather

Bird, Man, Eye

19. Shackles

Bowl, Cane, Bird

Bird, Bowl, Cane

b 1 ^
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BIGGAME
HUNTERS!

Gather your tribe at your favorite video game store

and go on a Froggo Atari® safari! Bag your favorite

games! Froggo has the 2600 and 7800 markets
cornered with the following exciting, challenging,

death-defying games:

2600 Series

Sea Hawk™ $16.95
It's a dogfight! If the AtakLaunch ships or

E-Gull choppers down you, your pilot can

parachute to safety or a watery grave.

Cruise Missile™ $16.95
In the galaxy Interwand, your rebel starship

makes a desperate attack against the evil planet

Antiwand. Challenge the Tunnel of Death.

Ride the wild Joystick.

Sea Hunt™ $16.95
Dive for sunken treasure, a harpoon your only

weapon against man-eatng denizens of the

deep.

Task Force™ $14.95
Terrorist CPAs hold hostages in a highrise.

Your sharpshooters must pick them off, but be

careful - CPAs never miss a shot!

Karate™ $14.95
How quick and clever are you? Test your

martial skills against the instructor, or

challenge your friends.

Spiderdroid™ $14.95
In the Age of the Droid Wars, your Spiderdroid

must ensnare enemy headquarters, avoiding the

dreaded Droidbirds.

7800 Series

Tank Command™ $29.95
You command an elite tank division, and

stranded on the enemy's home turf, you must

capture their flag or die.

Go out into that concretejungle

today, and bring them back alive!

Takes months to master! coming Attractions

Water Ski™ $29.95
Challenge the torturous Pharonna River -

racing against the clock, man-eaters, and

deadly obstacles.

CORPORATION

Pyromania™ $29.95
Scorpion Squad™ $29.95
UFO™ $29.95
Night of the Ninja™ $29.95

Froggo Games Corp.

479 Macara, Suite 802

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

An Unusual Contest

• v

The editors of Atarian care about

video games, and as you know,

contests involving video games are

an ongoing part of our editorial

package.

We also care about the English

language and the way it is being

used and misused by Americans

today. We work hard to present the

reviews, articles, playing strategies,

and other editorial components of

the magazine in clear, correct, and

stylistically pleasing English, which

we think enhances your enjoyment

of the content.

But occasionally even editors slip

up. To keep us on our toes and to

make our younger readers aware

that there are correct and incorrect

ways to use language, we offer an

ongoing contest. The challenge is to

find examples of incorrect grammar
or sloppy style in Atarian.

We hope you won't find many, but

we invite you to tell us about those

you do find and win Atari game
software packages. If you find an

error, do the following:

•Copy the sentence in which the

error appears onto a piece of paper,

noting the issue, page, column, and

paragraph (May/June 89, page 19,

column 1, paragraph 4) in which it

appears.

• Describe the error (lack of

parallelism, misplaced modifier,

run-on sentence).

• Rewrite the sentence to correct

the error without changing the

meaning.

• Print your name, address, age,

and type of game system(s) used on

the same paper and mail it to:

Editing Errors, Atarian, 7 Hilltop

Rd., Mendham, NJ 07945.

The winner for each issue will be

the person whose entry causes us the

most embarrassment. (Typographi-

cal errors, although embarrassing,

don't count.) In case of duplicate

entries, the one with the earliest

postmark will win. The winner for

each issue will receive an Atari game
package, and his or her name and

submission will be published in a

subsequent issue of Atarian—
unless, of course, it is just too

embarrassing.

The contest is open to all Atarian

readers under the age of 18.

Winners may be required to furnish

proof of age.
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Millipeoe (zeoo. xe)

Shoot away most of the mush-

rooms under each DDT bomb early

on a screen before you get over-

whelmed with other bugs. Then ex-

plode the bomb just as a millipede is

about to hit it. That way, you'll get

triple credit as the DDT wipes out

the entire millipede, or about 600

points.

'^Sf^^S*^'y!^WS!f^m'

When you get attacked by swarm-

ing bugs (mosquitos, bees, or drag-

onflies), try to remain in a fairly

small segment at the bottom of the

screen. Keep your finger on the fire

button as you position yourself un-

der the swarming insects. Keep alert

for spiders and move to shoot them,

but otherwise don't move around too

much. It is better to play it safe than

to risk your life for a few extra

points.

Sheryl Morrell

Bethesda, MD

Archon (xe)

Goblins (dark) and Knights

(light) are equal to each other and

are the weakest icons on the board.

When you begin play, you should

quickly relocate these icons onto

squares of your own color, but other-

wise don't waste a turn to move them

except to avoid a confrontation with

one of the computer's icons.

Basilisk (dark) and Unicorn
(light) are also equal to each other

and are the fastest and most power-

ful icons on the board. While they

have relatively low strength, they

move and fire so quickly that they

can kill most or all of the computer's

icons.

Tips Editor

Karateka (7800. XE)

I found that you encounter fewer

baddies if you run rather than walk.

For example, when walking outside

the building, you will usually meet

six men, but if you run you will meet

only three!

Josh Reynolds

San Rafael, CA

On the third through fifth guards,

let them come to you; it makes it

much easier to wear them down.

Also, on the fourth and fifth guards,

do a couple of high kicks first to

drive the vultures away.

Josh Matthews

Albemarle, NC

Joust (7800)

At the right two ledges on the

7800, you can go through the crack

by taking a running start on the mid-

dle ledge, then one small jump
(quick press and release of the but-

ton) and bounce on the left ledge

until you reach the other side.

Aaron Rodriguez

Simi Valley, CA

Barnyard Blaster (XE)

The sooner you hit a target after it

appears, the more points you get for

it. Also, smaller and faster targets

are worth more than larger and
slower (or stationary) ones. Thus, in

the barn, you should go for the mice

and birds right after they appear

whereas you can take more time for

an accurate shot at the ducks and

chickens. But remember, you have

to keep your accuracy percentage up

in order to advance to the next

screen.

Kevin Bowman
Pittsburgh, PA

Choplifter! (XE)

When your helicopter is full of

hostages, try flying backwards on

your way back to base. This makes it

easier to shoot the enemy jets which

usually come from the left.

Rob Armitage

Los Altos, CA
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By now, everybody knows you

should try to cut a channel through

the bricks at one end of the wall or

the other. But this is even more
important in Cavity Breakout. My

BS»<«iS5W>3?!VTS> i

method in that variation is to try and

free the trapped balls from above.

This means keeping your ball away

from the bricks that surround the

cavity and aiming only for the two

ends. If you free one or both trapped

balls from above, you will not only

score a fantastic number of bonus

points but the balls will exit the top

area with enough of a time interval

between them that you can keep

both of them in play.

Janet Lindner

Phoenix, AZ

Kung Fu Master (2600)

At the end of Level 4 the biggie

(Lightning Magician) throws light-

ning bolts at you. To defeat him, you

have to get down low and punch him.

Don't kick him, or he will recover his

energy.

Brendon Bolger

McLean, VA

me on One Basketball (78oo)

On the 7800, when playing
against the computer on the Pro lev-

el, you can make quick steals by
holding the controller down and go-

ing for the steal immediately after

you score.

Also, if your fatigue level is high,

turn your back to your opponent and

bounce the ball slowly. If he goes for

the steal, most of the time he will be

called for reaching in.

Aaron Rodriguez

Simi Valley, CA

(7800)

When you lose your last life in Dig

Dug, you can start a new game at the

same level at which you ended by

repeatedly pressing the fire button.

Gary Mobley

Wyandotte, MI

Mis$|lf> Cftminand t^mn yr

A few important rules will help

you achieve high scores in this old

favorite. First and foremost, you

must estimate the course of the

incoming missiles and fire ahead of

them. Always try to take out several

converging missiles with a single

shot. As soon as you press the fire

button, start aiming the crosshairs

for the next shot; don't even watch

your first shot.

As the game progresses, try to

keep an "umbrella" of explosions

over the command center and the

two closest cities. You should

generally ignore missiles heading

towards cities that are already

flattened, but always defend your

command center and adjacent cities.

Tips Editor

Readers: Keep those tips and

tricks coming! Send yours to

Editor, The Atarian, 1 Hilltop

Road, Mendham, NJ 07945.

FREE Catalog
(800) 347-6760

5200 Games
Ballblazer $17.95 Real Sports

Choplifter $17.95 Football $17.95

Counter Real Sports

Measure $17.95 Soccer $17.95

Defender $17.95 Rescue on
Galaxian $17.95 Fractalus $17.95

Missile Space Dungeon $17.95

Command $17.95 Super Breakout $12.95

Moon Patrol $17.95 Vanguard $17.95

Pac Man $12.95 5200 Joystick $24.95

Qix $17.95

We stock 7800 and XE games.

Ask about our specials.

Joysticks
Joysticks are compatible with

2600, 7800 and XE Game
Systems and Atari Computers.

Epyx 500XJ $13.95
Mindscape Power Player $20.95
Suncom Slikstick $5.95
Suncom Tac 2 $10.95
Suncom Tac 3 $11.95

Suncom Tac 5 $14.95
Wico Black Max $9.95
Wico Bat Handle $19.95
Wico Ergostick $17.95
Wico Three Way $22.95

BRE Software Dept. at
352 W. Bedford, Suite 104

Fresno, CA 93711
Customer Service/Order Status

(209) 432-3072
Shipping: $300 Ground / $5.00 2nd Day Air CCD, Add $3,50,

Replacement/Exchange with like items only No Gash Refunds,

No
Credit

Card
Surcharge

^^^^^^^R

The A Exchange
\ I sir\ \t» si

Gamer's Corner
- Revievws
- Hints & Tips
- and much more

Marketplace
- Buy, Sell or Trade any
New or Used Hardware
or Software Item

Send S.A.S.E. for FREE Issue
The A Rxchange Box 25852 Fresno. CA 9J729

"It's not wise to lose to Sorcerer!"
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LEr/V\e-T7\KEA
UOOK AT THE
COMPUTER.

MEANWHILE. B\R OVERHEAP.
A 5TKANSE CRAFT
HOVERS OVER THE
ATARI FACtORy

OUR COMPU-
I.A6ER BEAM
HAS TAKEN FUUL
CONTROL OF THE
PRODUCTION
COMPUTERS,
CAPTAIN-SAM.

MOW TO INTROOUCe
THESE SUBTLE VIRUSES
IN THEIR GAMES.
JUST ONE OF
THESE NASTIES...
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AAAKING A QUICK EXIT. MILO HEAPS FOR
THE NEAREST PHOME f

^-
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Game Name Search

The names of 20 Atari video games are

hidden in this grid of letters. Can you find

them al 7 rh£; wore s rea d forward,

backward -up), down , and diagonally. They

are all in straight lines anc never skip any

letters.

POL E P S I T I N
T R J N A M C A P A I N T
N E A P I X I Q U A A
U B W Z Z K E B U S E G
HOT E A L E E N T I J NETA L R L R T E G L
L R G T E T B R A F U K
G U T A S L A R I S Y
N N D A M I A P L NATE
U E G B D X L R P A C K K
J F I S I R B A L L B U NNED A V E N N E N
A D N S E V A N G U A R D

Jets from each key^ ...ragefctstcreatetreteas

Hit Song
—--———

Recorded on Side A of a 45-

rpm record is a musical

number that lasts exactly

three minutes and twenty

seconds. How many grooves

are there on this side of the

record?

Can you f;„w .

right
tute for

^"mber Logic

^«'er for each
"^''

"'bstitute , '

^''^•
each number in th

"^ ^^'^ect
^yession

Clues ^^^^°^dcode.
1- ^=4,0^8

3. D=9, J, ^12687
^,]^' 27 3 29

Publish Your Puzziel

We would be happy to publish

>-n° Slots rtzXthis page. i>enQ y - u;moP Rda_

Mendham,NJ 07943. ^ ^^

Puzzle Answers
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Join the Atarian Club
Only $15 for Atari Owners
Join the only club that's just for Atari owners. Your membership

In the Atarian Club entitles you to an Atari T-shirt, custom-designed

sew-on patch, and a Club membership card.

In addition, you will receive a one-year (6 Issues) subscription to

Atarian magazine, the only video games magazine devoted entire-

ly to Atari games. Each issue of Atarian is packed with game

reviews, playing strategies, previews of coming attractions, inter-

views with game designers, and much more.

Atarian Club members also qualify for special discounts on Atari

merchandise.

\t^r

-v:

T6S! I want to join the Atarian Club. Please rush my T-shirt,

patch, and membership card, and enter my subscription to Atarian

magazine.

Name —
Address

City . State

.

Zip

n Enclosed please find my check or money order for $15.

n My T-shirt size is (circle one): S M L XL

n My game system is (circle one): 2600 7800 XE

My favorite games: 1

2 3

A
ATARI'

Send to ATARIAN CLUB, 7 Hilltop Road, Mendham, NJ 07945



TheMonsterArcade Hit
ComesHome! ^
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io ahead
Go on a RAMPAGE
The Smash and Trash hit comes
to the ATARI 2600 and 7800. Join

George, Lizzy, and Raiph on a

campaign of mass destruction

from coast to coast.

Sm your rataHar or call 800-227-6900 to order direct.


